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User Configurable Laptop Docking Station
ABSTRACT
This disclosure describes a configurable docking station that enables a user to select from
different modes of operation, e.g., 4-lane and 2-lane DisplayPort modes. Switching among the
various modes of the docking station can be accomplished via a user press and hold of a power
button. The duration of the power button press is utilized to dynamically configure the docking
station. The docking station can be powered on and off by a user press duration that falls within a
predetermined range, while power button presses with a duration in other ranges are utilized to
place the docking station into a specific configuration. The described techniques enable a user to
dynamically configure a docking station based on a saved user preference and the type of
computer coupled to the docking station.
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BACKGROUND
Docking stations (also referred to as docks) enable users to attach additional peripherals,
e.g., external monitors, larger keyboards, etc., to their portable computing devices such as
laptops

Fig. 1: A docking station is utilized to emulate a desktop mode
Fig. 1 depicts an example of a docking station in use. As depicted in Fig. 1, a docking
station enables a user to attach an external monitor and external keyboard to their docked laptop
via the docking station and emulate a desktop-like user experience. However, most docking
stations are limited to a single USB-C connection to the computer, thereby limiting available
bandwidth. On older computers, users that attempt to use display monitors that operate at 4K,
60Hz have to configure their docking station to operate at 4-lane DisplayPort mode to dedicate
additional bandwidth to the display monitor. However, operating in 4-lane mode causes the USB
to operate in a (slower) USB 2.0 mode. On such older computers, USB 3.0 (and higher) modes
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can only be utilized when the docking station operates in a 2-lane DisplayPort mode. In this
mode, there is no capability to support 4K 60Hz displays.
However, newer computers support High Bit Rate 3 (HBR3) protocol that can operate at
a 2-lane DisplayPort and achieve both 4K 60Hz and USB 3.0 speeds. Docks are commonly
programmed (via firmware) during production to operate either in 4-lane or 2-lane modes,
thereby limiting user options.
DESCRIPTION
This disclosure describes a configurable docking station that enables a user to switch the
mode of the docking station between 4-lane and 2-lane DisplayPort modes. Per techniques of this
disclosure, the docking station is configured at a time of manufacture in a default 4-lane mode,
but can be switched to 2-lane mode via user input, e.g., press and hold of the power button. This
feature enables dynamic changes of the docking station firmware and provides for user selection
of their preferred mode based on the type of computer the user connects to the docking station.
The preferred mode, e.g., indicated by a user, is stored in non-volatile memory and
subsequent to being set by the user, can subsequently be toggled between 2 or 4 lanes. The
duration of a power button press is utilized to dynamically configure the docking station. The
docking station can be powered on and off by a press duration that falls within a predetermined
range, e.g., 0.3s to 5s, while power button presses with a duration outside the range, e.g. greater
than 5s, are utilized to place the docking station into a specific configuration.
When the user preference of a preferred mode is toggled (switched) via a long press of
the power button, the connection to the docked laptop (host machine) is reset to the new setting
to take effect without the user needing to either power off the dock or disconnect, then reconnect
to the host machine.
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Fig. 2: A mode of the docking station is set based on flags
Fig. 2 illustrates an example workflow for the configuration of an operating mode of a
docking station, per techniques of this disclosure. The configuration is based on combined
settings of an OS Information Flag setting, which is utilized to store the manufacturer’s default
setting, and a Force Flag setting for the docking station that can be dynamically set by a user via
the power button.
The dock is flashed at a time of manufacture (210), and is subsequently powered on (220)
by a user. The value of the OS Information Flag is verified (230). If the value for the OS
Information Flag meets a particular criterion, e.g., is set to 1, the docking station is configured in
a 2-lane option mode. In this mode, which is supported on HBR3 compatible computers, higher
USB speeds as well as 4K 60Hz displays are supported.
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If the value for the OS Information Flag is not set to 1, a Force Flag is verified (250). If
the Force Flag value meets a particular criterion, e.g., is set to 1, the docking station is
configured in a 4-lane force mode, which prioritizes 4K 60Hz display support. If the Force Flag
value does not meet the particular criterion, the docking station is configured in a 4-lane option
mode.

Fig. 3: Power button press of varying time periods is utilized to set flags
Fig. 3 depicts an example workflow for the setting of flags via a power button press of
the docking station, per techniques of this disclosure. The flag settings are utilized to
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dynamically configure the docking station in particular user-selected modes, as described with
reference to Fig. 2.
A power button hold is detected (310). The duration of the button press is recorded and
compared to a first predetermined threshold (320). If the duration of the press meets the first
predetermined threshold, e.g., is greater than 10s, the OS Information Flag is set to 0, and the
Force Flag is set to 1 (325). If the duration of the press does not meet the first predetermined
threshold, the duration is compared to a second (lower) predetermined threshold (330). If the
duration of the press meets the second predetermined threshold, e.g., is greater than 5s (but less
than or equal to 10s), the OS Information Flag is toggled (between 0 and 1, based on the previous
setting), and the Force Flag is set to 0 (335).
If the duration of the press does not meet the second predetermined threshold, e.g., is less
than or equal to 5s, it is compared to a third predetermined threshold (340). If the duration of the
press meets the second predetermined threshold, e.g., is less than 0.5s, the docking station is
powered off (345). If the duration of the press does not meet the second predetermined
threshold, e.g., is greater than or equals 0.5s, an accidental power button press is inferred (350)
and no action is taken.
In some implementations, two types of button presses are detected; a short button press
(between 0.3s and 5s), and a long button press (greater than 5s). The short button press turns the
docking station on/off. The effect of the button press is dependent on a current dock power
state. If the dock is off, the short press takes effect once the shorter time threshold is crossed
(without requiring the button press to be released). However, if the dock is on, the short press is
not acted upon until the button is released. This is done to prevent the dock from being powered
off if the user merely wishes to toggle the 2/4 lane preference.
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Table 1: Docking Station states based on power button press
Table 1 depicts example user behavior and corresponding start and final states of a
docking station, per techniques of this disclosure. In this illustrative example, some values for
the predetermined thresholds are different from example settings utilized in the description
associated with Fig. 3. An LED on the docking station is utilized to indicate a configuration state
of the docking station, e.g., a green LED for 4-lane option mode, and an orange LED for a 2-lane
option mode, a short (transitory) flashing pattern when the long press is recognized, etc..
The described techniques of lane switching can enable a user to dynamically configure a
docking station based on user preferences, e.g., USB speeds, display resolution, etc., and the type
of computer coupled to the docking station. The techniques can be implemented by an original
equipment manufacturer (OEM) of laptop docking stations.
CONCLUSION
This disclosure describes a configurable docking station that enables a user to select from
different modes of operation, e.g., 4-lane and 2-lane DisplayPort modes. Switching among the
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various modes of the docking station can be accomplished via a user press and hold of a power
button. The duration of the power button press is utilized to dynamically configure the docking
station. The docking station can be powered on and off by a user press duration that falls within a
predetermined range, while power button presses with a duration in other ranges are utilized to
place the docking station into a specific configuration. The described techniques enable a user to
dynamically configure a docking station based on a saved user preference and the type of
computer coupled to the docking station.
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